MYTHS FIBS LIES
FABLES & FICTION
Peter Adamis Abalinx 31 December 2016
High up in the Mountains of the Polis of Moreland lies the
Pallaconian Brotherhood Leonidas citadel. Built over the
years by many hands and with the hope that it will remain
untouched by the ungodly hands of renegades and
thieves hiding behind invisible cloaks. Although the
citadel has successfully defended itself against these
marauding renegades, the battles are from over. Now it
appears that they are making personal assaults on
individuals after having failed to win the people over by
their lies and misinterpretation of the truth.
Let the truth be known that over the festive season, those
living amongst the heavens high up in lofty Mount
Brunswick, began amusing themselves with the myths,
fibs and lies carried out below them by the renegade
group of juveniles. At first their silly little antics became
a sideshow until they began a campaign of personal
attacks, harassment, intimidation, bullying online and
stalking. Time to take action had arrived and “Hermes”
was sent on his way.
One must confess that the renegade juveniles and their motley crew of supporters are innovative and creative,
making use of technology. But unfortunately it is just not good enough. Despite most of the trash was allowed to
go through to the keeper, material was patiently being collected with due diligence and filed away for future action.
The information being collected and catalogued is to be used against them to demonstrate that they cannot get
away with slander and defamation that has its foundations in hate, malice and bitterness. So much can be said
and written, but in the end there is only one Committee of Management and that committee is led by none other
than the President Kon Glekas, not the hybrid crew of juvenile renegades.

This article has been written to say enough is enough and to demonstrate that hostile acts
against a peaceful community and personal attacks on individuals does not work. It is written
without malice and based on the evidence already gathered to date. These juvenile renegades have
become a joke within the Australian Greek community. Their abusive and intimidating tactics and
subtle use of clever technologies to get their message across has not won them any frie nds. In short,
they have failed miserably. They are laughed at behind their backs by their own peers and colleagues
and have become persona non grata within the Australian Hellenic community. They should not
attack individuals and not expect some form of r etaliation. Life is not that simple.
Now they have the gall to ask for mediation through the Department of Justice to act as mediators. It was
respectfully refused on the grounds that previous attempts by Peter Adamis and Kon Glekas had been refused.
Furthermore it is even more laughable asking for mediation, when in 2010 Chris Paikopoulos refused mediation
by Consumers Affairs to act as mediators between himself and that of Nick Patsios and Chris Kalavitrinos. Talk
about double standards. Many in the Brotherhood are of the belief that the juvenile renegades are intelligent
morons, lacking mental and emotional maturity to make logical decisions let alone try and manage a Brotherhood.
JUVENILE RENEGADE ERRORS OF JUDGEMENT. Let us be clear of two things that changed the course
of history and splintered the Pallaconian Brotherhood. Let us assume that the renegades followed the Constitution.
Why is it that two major errors of judgement on their part are not taken into account and investigated. The reason
that these errors of judgement are not being given the green light is because it embarrasses the Renegades
themselves and exposes them once and for all that they are at fault. These two errors of judgement go to the
heart of all the problems that have occurred since. Those two errors of judgement need to be looked at in minute
detail and examined thoroughly. For those who believe in justice and fair play, they are as follows:
Sunday 9 October 2016. Chris Paikopoulos, the presiding President at the Annual General Meeting made
blunders by:
a.
b.
c.

Not allowing the Ballot Box to be opened as voted by a majority of members.
Not finalising the Committee of Supervision after three members had withdrawn.
Closing the Annual General meeting without any of the motions being heard.

Monday 10 October 2016. The Committee of Supervision made a series of blunders.

a.
b.
c.

It opened the Ballot box but did not make known the nominations to the public.
It destroyed the nominations and thus broke the law.
Did not step down having found sufficient nominations to form a Committee.

JUVENILE RENEGADES FACT SHEET
GEORGE FOUNTAS, MARY TSAGANAS, PETER THIVEOS, ISMENE THIVEOS, DIMITRI PAIKOPOULOS, NIKOLAOS
ALIKAKOS, EVANGELOS THIVEOS, CHRIS PAIKOPOULOS, STEVE AXIOTIS, JOHN SOVOLOS, JOHN STAMOGIANNIS,
ALEXIA KANELLAKOS, JOHN MASTROGIANAKOS, STEVE TSAGANAS, ANDONI PIKOLAS, PANOS PRIFTAKIS, GRIGORI
PRIFTAKIS, GEORGE KOUTANAS, STACEY KANELLAKOS, CHRIS SOVOLOS AND THEIR NON LAKONIAN SUPPORTERS
PAUL SOUGLERIS AND JIM GRIVAS (ALIAS GRIVOKOSTOPOULOS) & ALLEGEDLY THOMAS ILIOPOULOS ENLISTED.

AUSSIE GREEK RENEGADE JUVENILES.
The renegade juveniles are a motley bunch of village idiots that
have become bitter and twisted in their attempts to seize the reins of management of the Pallaconian Brotherhood
Leonidas located in Albert Street Brunswick. When they failed to seize by force the assets, including the
Brotherhood seal, the buildings, the records, the finances, the Consumer Affairs delegate, the website and the
members, they resorted to gutter tactics and targeted individuals on a personal basis. One good example is the
theft of the keys on Thursday 29 December 2016 and then hours later an attempted breaking being thwarted by
the cook who was preparing the New Year’s Eve meals. Another example is the Youtube videos where the
renegades went overboard with their appalling and disgusting behaviour, contravening expected community moral
standards.

They can write, say, do and demonstrate whatever they want, but in the end the will pay for their actions. Silly little
people with such small minds that will never develop beyond that of three year olds. (Apologies to three year olds
throughout the word). To assist them in their endeavours they brought in the assistance of many wannabees and
canneverbees; compromising of political activists, non Lakonians, Wannabe Nobodies, Creative designers, IT
specialists, Wannabe politicians, Wannabe Lawyers, attempted to sway political representatives, attacked
members of the Brotherhood by the manipulation of health, political, community, legal and military records and
mixing fact with myths fiction, fibs and lies.
As indicated above, the information has been steadily being gathered, catalogued and the identity of the originator
being identified. In addition their online tactics have failed and are being exposed each and every time. “Online
Sniffing tools” designed and created specifically for the identification of these individuals makes it so much easier
for identification and subsequently being processed for legal action.
Damage to property, intellectual
theft, intimidation, threats,
bullying, stalking and abuse are
the tools of the Renegade
juveniles.
Charges such as stalking,
plagiarism, theft of property, theft of
intellectual property, damage to
property, inappropriate behaviour,
bullying, intimidation and veiled
threats are some the legal action
being considered against the
renegades.
Discussions with Police prosecutors and legal advice has indicated that when a conglomeration of material
evidence is accumulated and a number of individuals have been identified, action can be taken. These renegades
are not any super heroes nor the shining knights of old or even Spartans of renown but little bitter twisted morons
who cannot see that that path they have taken will only lead to their destruction metaphorically speaking.

COMMITTEE OF MANAGEMENT FACT SHEET
KON GLEKAS - PRESIDENT.
Kon Glekas has outsmarted outwitted out manoeuvred each and every
one mentioned above. They have had a play to play in the tragic Australian Greek drama that the public is
wondering what is driving the hate and malice of these renegades. Is it because the President Kon Glekas and his
supporters have out foxed them, outwitted them, underestimating his intelligence and leadership.
Certainly Kon Glekas the President has demonstrated great skill in diplomacy, political tactics, patience and great leadership in a
non-hostile manner that has endeared the elderly to his point of view. The level of malice, hate, mobile text messages, and
inappropriate online material is just unbelievable and yet Kon Glekas takes everything in his stride becoming stronger with each
challenge. Kon Glekas has demonstrated courage, resilience and unbelievable patience against the onslaught of negative actions.
He has gathered a very good team around him of which the majority are young, eager and enthusiastic to get on with the
management of the Brotherhood. Kon Glekas holds no personal grudges against the renegades and their unorthodox tactics of
personal attacks, unwarranted behaviour and misplaced loyalties, but has quietly gone about managing the affairs of the
Brotherhood. The renegade juveniles should take a leaf out his book, grow up and follow suite.
COMMITTEE MEMBERS.
The Committee of Management had
submitted their nominations in good faith and never did they expect the
backlash that was level at them by the small group of renegades. They
submitted their nominations as they had done in the past (2014) and could
not understand what the fuss was all about. Any errors were corrected and
the Committee of Management took office one week after the Annual
General meeting. Many lessons of governance, procedures, practices and
administrations were learnt in a very short period of time.
They have worked extremely well together as a team and they should be congratulated for being united and doing whatever it took
to ensure that the services to the Brotherhood were not stopped or barriers put in place. Despite the resignation and the abs ence
of the Dance teaching classes, the Committee of Management DID not stop or close the dance student’s classes.
The Committee of Management is looking forward to the year 2017 where they will be implementing new and innovative ideas,
concepts and sporting events. Over 200 new members have been recruited, swelling the ranks of the Brotherhood with new blood
and seeing the return of old faces that once were lost due to disagreements. It is also pleasing to note that the Committee of
Management have been instrumental in reconciling old friends, thus creating a united front against the treacherous juvenile
renegades. The Committee of Management have been quietly working to diffuse volatile situations whilst the renegades continued
with their fibs, myths, fiction and lies. These juvenile renegades have lost the plot.
THE FUTURE.
Whatever the outcome, whatever the result, the
Pallaconian Brotherhood will survive, come what may. Life is what it is and
one wonders whether the alleged civil war has been worth the trouble.
What must be done is that at the next Annual General Meeting, pass the
changes to the constitution and then submit those changes to the
Consumer Affairs, otherwise in 2018 the Brotherhood will be embroiled in
another Civil war which may not be reconcilable.
The matter of opening the ballot box on the day of the Annual General Meeting, the submission of nominations to the Brotherhood
Secretary, the $20.00 nomination fee and above all the subject of Life members must be resolved once and for all. On reflection it
appears that Nick Patsios and Jim Batsakis were correct all along and Chris Paikopouls has been in the wrong.

As always, apologies to purists for my poor grammar and savagery of the English language. I wish you all well
and hope that this article does not cause ambiguity in the minds of those who read it. Remember that there is no
malice intended other than allow the evidence to speak for itself. On a personal note I have had enough of the
gutter tactics by a small group of recalcitrant wannabee somebodies who so far have only demonstrated juvenile
and delinquent characteristics. Hardly the people we want in the Brotherhood. I will take whatever action is
deemed necessary to safe guard my interests, those of my family and friends. No one is above the law.
Peter Adamis is a Freelance Journalist/Social Media Commentator and writer. He is a retired Australian military serviceman and
an Industry organisational & Occupational (OHS) & Training Consultant whose interests are within the parameters of domestic
and international political spectrum. He is an avid blogger and contributes to domestic and international community news media
outlets as well as to local and Ethnic News. He holds a Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip
Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash), Dip. Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management.
Contact via Email: abalinx@netspace.net.au

PALLACONIAN JUVENILE
RENEGADE FIB BUSTERS
Peter Adamis Abalinx 1 January 2017
Over the past three months so many fibs have been written that it boggles the
mind. And for what, so that a group of renegades can take over a Brotherhood
because they are afraid to lose control. Creative and innovative myths, fibs and
fiction has grown to grotesque proportions over the past three months.
Those responsible should be hanging their heads in shame for their slanderous and defamatory comments and images.
They should grow up and learn that life is not always as they see it or have been told. The following are but some of the
myths that have been created in order to cover the truth from an unsuspecting Brotherhood and the public.
FIB 1 BUSTED. This an image of the message sent to Steve Tsaganas
the so-called Youth dance Liaison coordinator who was responsible to
advise the parents and students of dance that the dance classes had been
cancelled.
Steve Tsaganas in his wisdom failed and subsequently there were angry
scenes with accusations being hurled against one another as who was to
blame.
The public had forgotten that the salaries of the dance instructors was
being paid by the Brotherhood and that all dance lessons were free.
FIB 2 BUSTED.
This is an image of the fake website being
displayed representing the Brotherhood. They have no legal standing as
all the information, data, plugins and material were purchased by Peter
Adamis using his own funds.
The legitimate website was created while Peter Adamis was in hospital
being treated for cancer. Peter Adamis is seeking damages to his
reputation and compensation for use of the plugins that he had
purchased. Legal proceeding are expected to follow.
FIB 3 BUSTED.
In 2010 after Resolutions had been passed by
members it was Chris Paikopoulos who President and was responsible
for submitting the changes to Consumer Affairs and failed to do so. Kon
Glekas was overseas at the time and was not available.
Had Chris Paikopoulos submitted the changes to the Constitution all of
the problems would not have occurred. However Chris Paikopoulos used
the Resolution to his advantage whilst he was President. Now he wanted
to change matters.

FIB 4 BUSTED.
It is not true that elections were legally called for
by the Committee of Supervision because their role was over once they
had opened up the Ballot on Monday 10 October 2016. The truth be
known, the Committee of Supervision broke the law by destroying the
original nominations and their decision was flawed according to the
Constitution.
They should have made public the names and awaited for any objections.
Furthermore there were no objections to the nominations that were in the
ballot box on the day of the Annual General Meeting. This an important
fact overlooked by many.
FIB 5 BUSTED.
There is no truth whatsoever of Peter Adamis
seeking a second term like his predecessor Chris Paikopoulos who
wanted to remain after six years in the role. Peter Adamis promised
achieved what he promised and stepped aside for the new President.
Peter Adamis had asked in 2015 for members to consider future
Committee of Management tenures be increased after he had stepped
down. This motion was not allowed by Chris Paikopoulos who closed the
meeting illegally and against the wishes of the Brotherhood at the 2016
Annual General Meeting. Whoever was responsible for this imaged
should be ashamed of themselves?
FIB 6 BUSTED.
There is no truth to twisted and bitter lies
regarding Peter Adamis and the Oakleigh Greek Orthodox Community. It
is on public record that Peter Adamis went on work cover after being
assaulted, threatened, abused, death threats, tyres slashed, bullied and
psychologically undermined in his role as the Business and Public
Relations Manager. To state otherwise is a travesty of justice and those
responsible should be disgusted.
With regards to falling over at the Pallaconian Brotherhood, it was if it is
to be know the third fall Peter Adamis had that day and it had something
to do with his recovery from cancer. Those twisting and manipulating the
facts should hang their faces in shame and don’t ever consider returning
to the Brotherhood the cowards they are. Go online and download the
legal judgements against the Oakleigh Greek Orthodox Community and
learn the truth, not the rubbish and slander.
FIB 7 BUSTED.
After observing and monitoring
Youtube videos attacking individuals personally, the videos were reported
to Youtube. Three days later it appears that the inappropriate Youtube
videos were removed. However sufficient detail was captured and the
videos downloaded for evidence.
The videos were appalling in taste, commentary and the imagery was
inappropriate. These videos along with other documented electronic
formats have been catalogued accordingly. Legal advice on how they
can be used will be a subject of further discussion.

FIB 8 BUSTED.
There are no life members at all. Unfortunately
the resolutions passed at the previous Annual general meetings were not
followed through and submitted to Consumer Affairs. The Brotherhood
members have been lied to consistently. In 2010 when they were passed,
Chris Paikopoulos to tell the truth was responsible to submit them to
Current affairs but due to incompetence on his part failed to do so. Kon
Glekas at the time was overseas.
Revulsion and disgust are two words that come to mind regarding these
individuals who have deliberately misled others over the years but the truth
of the matter is that there are no life members according to the Constitution.
This means those of the renegades who are of the belief that they are
financial members are in for a shock at being misled all those years. It is a
lie that Peter Adamis was trying to remove Life Members and those
gossipers and “Roufiani” should go and hide themselves. In shame.
FIB 9 BUSTED. There is not one skirret of truth that Peter Adamis wanted
to close the Dance Group. Far from it as he was their best supporter
through thick and thin. He had plans created to ensure that the dance
group had a place of their own, away from the adults and other members
of the Brotherhood. Unfortunately events have overtaken those plans and
they are now no longer in the picture.
Peter Adamis enjoyed watching the youth Dance and would often when
health allowed him attended there performances. Unfortunately it now
appears that these same Dance Group have taken it upon themselves to
take control from their betters the Brotherhood by force. Peter Adamis has
lost all respect for the Dance group and their behind the scenes antics.
FIB 10 BUSTED.
Peter Adamis was involved with the Liberal party
for 26 years, but has stepped down from all of his roles and positions to
concentrate on his health. Peter Adamis has friends with all political
parties and is on good terms with them. Peter Adamis had telephone
discussions with peter Khalil, Maria Vamvakinou and Lambrinos Tapinos
regarding this matter. They all are aware that Peter was not involving the
Brotherhood with politics, unlike some others who will remain nameless.
As for the Federal election where Peter Adamis was the Scullin Campaign
Manager, a job he did not want because he was in his recovery mode from
cancer, did so to assist the Melanie Stockman. The Scullin Report is public
knowledge and can be visited by going to url:
http://abalinx.com/blog/2016/07/15/social-media-and-politics/and
Download the Scullin Post Election report. Those responsible for the hate,
bitter, twisted, misrepresentation, slanderous and untruths should
disappear quietly in shame.

As always, apologies to purists for my poor grammar and savagery of the English language. I wish you all well
and hope that this article does not cause ambiguity in the minds of those who read it.
Peter Adamis is a Journalist/Social Media Commentator and writer. He is a retired Australian military
serviceman and an Industry organisational & Occupational (OHS) & Training Consultant whose interests are
within the parameters of domestic and international political spectrum. He is an avid blogger and contributes
to domestic and international community news media outlets as well as to local and Ethnic News. He holds a
Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash), Dip.
Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management. Contact via Email:
abalinx@netspace.net.au

JUVENILE RENEGADE FACT SHEET
ANONYMOUS
FACT SHEET
TREACHEROUS AUSSIE LAKONIAN JUVENILE ASSASSINS. These hidden
assassins and loiterers are being identified using the following means of identification.
Word of mouth, personal information, electronic signatures, IP addresses, social media
profiles, comments made by their friends on face book to pseudonyms. They have much
to answer for their getter and personal attacks on individuals. Treacherous individuals
hiding behind the masks of fake profiles are always found to be weak willed, low
intelligence and lack emotional security.
ANONYMOUS COMMENTARY. Followed by web site comments, URLS, mobile text
messages, time, place, location, restaurants, gigs, jpeg and image recognition, political
associations, Google developers tools, Youtube, associations, overseas developers,
relatives that gossip, school and educational lists, places of employment, hobbies, Deep
web, organisations and a host of other tools readily available. They remain in the
background.
FAKE FACEBOOK PROFILES.
Fake Facebook profiles, such as Leonidas
Lakones, Pallaconian Liberation Organisation, Paul Soug and a an number of other fake
profiles were monitored evidence gathered and with the exception of Paul Sougleris
were reported and pulled down. The number of “Likes: and “Comments” by members
have also been harvested, and catalogued. Paul Sougleris & others.
HARD CORE RENEGADES.
The renegades as a group attempted to storm
the Brotherhood building by force, damaging property, abusing the Committee of
Management, all fed by misinformation from three members who aspire to greatness in
their own minds. Some members name are not being displayed until that evidence is
overwhelming. It is a great pity that despite thousands of years of history morons have
not learnt from history. The Juvenile Renegades & others.
WEBSITE MIRRORING.
The same group of individuals who are
responsible for having stolen intellectual property and plagiarised the community
website. The renegades as a group have illegally mirrored the community website.
Steve Axiotis, Chris Paikopoulos, Paul Sougleris and Steve Tsaganas contacted the
host provider to bring down the community website. Individual using fake profiles can be
located.
YOUT TUBE VIDEOS.
Clever use of technology on Youtube only goes
to demonstrate the advanced stage of technology amongst the youth. It is a great pity
that they could not have used their efforts at a time when they were needed. But now
because they are in a minority believe that by using technology they will get their
message across. Videos were reported.
GOOGLE COMMUNITIES.
A new crop of material is also appearing on
Google Communities, pouring out their filth, garbage and juvenile rubbish. One wonders
whether they have a life and do they take responsibility for their actions. What examples
are they setting to those within their environment? Do they feel solidarity by politicising
matters when politics is not involved? Utter trash hiding behind their fake profiles thinking
they are safe.
NEWS MEDIA.
The juvenile renegades using their contacts with the news media
attemptied to sway the Australian Hellenic public with fibs, emotional garbage and a
manipulation of the facts. Dimitri Paikopoulos another Wannabe Somebody wrote an
article which was incorrect that he was laughed at by the Australian Hellenic Community.
The Advertsiments were paid for by George Fountas and Peter Thiveos. All their news
articles were debunked. George Fountas, Peter Thiveos and others.
POLITICAL & LEGAL. Contacting political, council, community, legal and renegades
networks was a poor decision on some members part. To believe that they would not
be exposed, what silly people they are. Not one piece of information was of any
relevance. The juvenile renegades could not win by a democratic process and resorted
to personal attcks.
CONTROL BY FORCE. It was a great pity that the juvenile renegades attempting to
take by force, intimidation, veiled threats, the building, community assets, its records
and the abuse Committee of Management members expecting them to roll over. Now
there are Police records of their behaviour which only reulted in losing the confidence of
the Brotherhood.
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NAME AND SHAME
JUVENILE RENEGADES
Peter Adamis 1 January 2017
Enough is enough of the negativity, slandering and
defamatory statements by those who hide behind fake
profiles and anonymity. After all that has occurred the
past two months, it is fair to say that enough is enough
and that slander and defamatory statement must stop
The renegades have lost the plot and resorting to gutter tactics
which are not conducive to long term relationships and
longevity regarding reconciliation. Therefore in hindsight, had they as a group taken the mature and intelligent
approach by listening to alternative advice and adhering to the principles of the Constitution, much of what has
occurred to data would have been avoided.

RENEGADES
PANOS PRIFTAKIS.
Panos
(Panagiotis)
Priftakis according to the Membership catalogue, Panos Priftakis
is not a member of the Brotherhood and persona non grata.
MARY TSAGANAS. Mary Tsaganas according to the
Membership Catalogue, Mary Tsaganas the self-appointed
renegade Vice President is not a financial member and is not
eligible to vote or be on a Committee of Management.
STEVE TSAGANAS.
Steve
Tsaganas
according to the Membership Catalogue, Steve Tsaganas is not
a financial member, is not eligible to vote or be on a Committee
of Management and has been expelled temporarily.
EVAN THIVEOS.
Evan Thiveos according to the
Membership Catalogue, Evan Thiveos is not a financial member
of the Brotherhood, is ineligible to vote, cannot be on a
Committee of Management and has been expelled temporarily.
PETER THIVEOS.
Peter Thiveos according
to the Membership Catalogue, Peter Thiveos is a Life member,
but due to his inappropriate actions was expelled temporarily.
According to the Constitution he is not a life member.
GEORGE KOUTANAS.
George
Koutanas
according to the Membership Catalogue, George Koutanas is
not a financial member of the Brotherhood, not eligible to be on
a Committee of Management and was expelled temporarily.
JOHN SOVOLOS. John according to the Membership
Catalogue, John Sovolos is one of the few who has paid his
membership fee, however due to his inappropriate actions has
been expelled temporarily.
ANTONIOS PIKOLAS. Antonios according to the
Membership Catalogue Antonios Pikoulas is a financial member
but has been expelled temporarily.

CHARGES
DISGRACEFUL
SHOCKING
OUTRAGEOUS
CRIMINAL
WICKED
SHAMEFUL
ATROCIOUS
APPALLING
TERRIBLE
DREADFUL
DISGUSTING
ABHORRENT
DESPICABLE
DEPLORABLE
REPREHENSIBLE
OBSCENE
INIQUITOUS
INEXCUSABLE
INTOLERABLE
INSUPPORTABLE
UNFORGIVABLE
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY
ABUSING MEMBERS

JOHN MASTROGIANAKOS. John Mastrogianakos
according to the Membership Catalogue John Mastrogianakos is
not a financial member and has been expelled temporarily.
NIKOLAOS ALIKAKOS. Nikolaos Alikakos according
to the Membership catalogue, Nikolaos Alikakos is a financial
member but has been expelled temporarily.
DIMITRI PAIKOPOULOS. Dimitri Paikopoulos
according to the Constitution is not a member although the
Membership Catalogue indicates he is a Life Member and has
been expelled temporarily.
GRIGORI PRIFTAKIS. Grigori Priftakis according to the
Membership catalogue he is not a member, is ineligible to vote,
cannot be on a Committee of Management and persona non
grata.
JOHN STAMOGIANNOU.
John Stamogiannou
according to the Membership catalogue, John Stamogiannou is
not a financial member and has been expelled temporarily.
CHRIS SOVOLOS. Chris according to the Membership
Catalogue Chris Sovolos is not a member of the Brotherhood, is
ineligible to vote. He has been declared persona non grata.

INTIMIDATING MEMBERS
THREATENING BEHAVIOUR
SHIRT FRONTING MEMBERS
SCREAMING & SQUEALING
LYING
DEFAMATION
FAKE PROFILES
STEALING PROPERTY
MIRRORING WEBSITE
SLANDEROUS COMMENTS
INAPROPRIATE IMAGES
INTELLECTUAL THEFT
ILEGAL ADVERTISMENTS
INAPROPRIATE VIDEOS
SCANDALOUS REMARKS

The others involved have not been named as they are well known agitators and play games for the sake of playing
games with people’s lives. They are those ones to be pitied thinking that that they are safe and not vulnerable to
exposure. The only reason the above have been named and shamed is because they appeared in the Neos
Kosmos. George Founts and Ismene Thiveos were the other two that appeared in Neos Kosmos and had failed
to carry out their responsibilities in accordance with the Constitution of the Brotherhood.
It is alleged that Chris Paikopoulos is the architect behind the renegades and should have opened up the ballot
box as requested by members on the day of the Annual general Meeting. After all we are supposed to be living in
a democratic society. In short the behaviour of the renegades has been scandalous, causing general public
outrage by a perceived offence against morality or law. A series of scandalous liaisons or in other words they are
nothing but a bunch of discreditable, disreputable, dishonourable, improper, unseemly, sordid and a waste of
members time.
As always, apologies to purists for my poor grammar and savagery of the English language. I wish you all well
and hope that this article does not cause ambiguity in the minds of those who read it.
Peter Adamis is a Journalist/Social Media Commentator and writer. He is a retired Australian military serviceman
and an Industry organisational & Occupational (OHS) & Training Consultant whose interests are within the
parameters of domestic and international political spectrum. He is an avid blogger and contributes to domestic
and international community news media outlets as well as to local and Ethnic News. He holds a Bachelor of
Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash), Dip. Training &
Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management. Contact via Email:
abalinx@netspace.net.au

JUVENILE
RENEGADE LIES
DEBUNKED
Peter Adamis Abalinx 31 December 2016
The following are but some of the many lies that have been
created by the Juvenile Renegades in order to gain some
form of sympathy to their pathetic and undemocratic
forms of persuasion. Their unorthodox tactics have
certainly backfired upon them.

Debunking myths, lies, fibs, untruths, misrepresentation, slander, defamation and many other forms of disgusting
comments and images is a difficult task. What I find deplorable is that despite the new crop of young Australian
Greeks learning from their environment and not following the paradigms of the past, I find that nothing has been
achieved. I wonder whether it has been worthwhile.
Why this is so I cannot understand and yet, I am continually disappointed. There are however a few young
members that are willing to listen and learn from the past in order to create a whole new environment that rests
on what they know and have experienced without forgetting the lessons of the past. There is hope yet!

As much as I would like to continue writing about the myths that the renegades have built up around themselves,
only the naïve and gullible will be ready to believe them. What a waste of time talent, resources and a waste of
space. Whatever the outcome, one thing can be sure. Not everyone will be happy. It is a great pity that individuals
cannot see the woods for the trees and put aside their petty differences and look toward a harmonious and
peaceful resolution without the thorns that sometimes seem to come with solutions. Remember life is no bed of
roses.

As always, apologies to purists for my poor grammar and savagery of the English language. I wish you all well
and hope that this article does not cause ambiguity in the minds of those who read it.
Peter Adamis is a Journalist/Social Media Commentator and writer. He is a retired Australian military
serviceman and an Industry organisational & Occupational (OHS) & Training Consultant whose interests are
within the parameters of domestic and international political spectrum. He is an avid blogger and contributes
to domestic and international community news media outlets as well as to local and Ethnic News. He holds a
Bachelor of Adult Learning & Development (Monash), Grad Dip Occupational Health & Safety, (Monash), Dip.
Training & Assessment, Dip Public Administration, and Dip Frontline Management. Contact via Email:
abalinx@netspace.net.au

